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NOW YOU MAY TELL
THAT I‘VE BEEN
SEEN BY YOU
A CROSS-POLLINATED FASHION EVENT AT NEW
HYBRID ART SPACE TRAUMABARUNDKINO
INTRODUCING 4 EMERGING DESIGNERS FROM BERLIN

PRESS RELEASE

NOW YOU MAY TELL THAT I´VE BEEN SEEN BY YOU

[A cross-pollinated fashion event introducing 4 emerging designers from Berlin]

WHAT:

Trauma Bar und Kino is thrilled to present the cross-pollinated fashion show NOW YOU MAY TELL THAT I‘VE BEEN SEEN
BY YOU, which brings together fashion and contemporary dance. Exploring the body and its movements, we merge the inner and outer expressions through an emotional approach to fashion. Four emerging designers from Berlin showcase their
varied, gender free collections in the intimate framework of a versatile and fluid performance.
The myth of Diana and Actaeon outlines this show – a venture into the conflicts inhabiting human nature at it’s most fundamental level.
The piece exposes primal human behaviour with the implicit price of being consumed by its intensity, as one gradually becomes a victim of their own drive. We explore the dimensions of voice as the only non-organic form of expression in the human
body. We channel its raw power outwards. Exercising unprocessed, unfocused anger as creative liberation is an authentic
form of shaping one‘s presence. Unleashed acceptance of raw aggression and its tones. Non-judgemental embrace of its
potential. As the inner struggle takes over the body, words become ranting, demeanour becomes rage – a fully rounded
human being shines through in all its complexity.

WHEN:

24. November 2018
Doors open 20.00 | Show starts: 21.00 | Afterparty from 22.00 [Ciarra Black (No-Tech), AUCO (No Shade)] | Entrance: 10€
(The after party features two of Berlin’s most exciting young talents: Ciarra Black and AUCO. Ciarra is an explosive force
with roots in the NYC techno underground, while AUCO masters a high-energy, genre-less sound that is uniquely dark and
playfully experimental.)

WHERE:

At „Trauma Bar und Kino“, a new off the beaten path hybrid art space in Berlin
Heidestraße 50, 10557 Berlin

TRAUMABARUNDKINO

more about the designers and creators of the event:
DESIGNERS

DON ARETINO

Don Aretino invites a shift in perspective – investigating the fear of the unknown, he sets the viewpoint in an isolated
space from which otherness is to be invaded, alienated. Solar, insular. Hybrid nomads evolve within islands of contemporary meaning and wonderment

MARIA MIOTTKE

A complex labyrinth unfolds through the coloured glass of Maria Miottke’s vision as she creates composite identities based on narrative sequences of dreams where dimensions mingle and nature fools the viewer with patterns and designs

OLGA KHRISTOLYUBOVA

How can we fight for things we believe in? What forms can strength and resistance take nowadays? How can our will to
fight be born with the fact that we, and the whole world, are falling apart? Olga Khristolyubova’s work explores the symbiotic conflict of vulnerability and aggression through intertwining military functionality with the exposed nature of undergarments and bedding

JOHANNA LIEBL

Shadows move, shapes come into sight – a fraction of inadvertance – and they’re gone. Johanna Liebl generates ‘aesthetics of disappearance’; ethereal forms, diaphanous membranes; mirrors, ungraspable glimpses of existence vanishing
into a parallel world, into one’s own self
CREATORS

CREATIVE DIRECTION

TANJA BOMBACH is Founder and Head of Fashion Department of TRAUMABARUNDKINO

CHOREOGRAPHY

MICHAEL-JOHN HAPER is a classically trained dancer, choreographer and solo performance artist living in Berlin, who
is also working as a movement director and model. Since moving to Berlin in 2015, Harper has presented works at established Galleries, Blain|Southern, The Cob Gallery, Souvenir By, and most recently The Schinkel Pavillion. He also has
performed with the Bayerische Staatsoper and the Komische Oper, Berlin

SOUND DESIGN

MIKK MADISSON (b. 1987 in Tartu, Estonia) is an Estonian visual artist living and working in Berlin. He is one of the
co-founders of the SKATKA collective and curates the monthly experimental music radio show LILLEURG on IDA Raadio.
Madissons works have been presented at PERFORMA 17, JULIA STOSCHEK COLLECTION (Düsseldorf), Blain| Southern
Berlin, KOW Gallery, KW Institute for Contemporary Art in Berlin and Tallinn Art Hall among others
HAIR & MAKEUP: Kenny Campbell
LIGHT DESIGN: Rasmus Lauvring
PRODUCTION AND TECHNICAL DIRECTOR: Troels Primdahl
VIDEO: Nikolas Kasinos und Jeremy Carne (OUROBOROS)
DANCERS: Lukas Städtler, Ty Gurfein,
Ernst Van Hoek, Daniel Schabert, Jules Boutet,
Peer Liening, Stephan Quinci, Jessica Comis
WEB-/GRAPHIC-DESIGN: Matthias Neumann
BACKSTAGE PHOTOGRAPHY: Florian Hetz
Presented and produced by
www.traumabarundkino.de

Links
Facebook-Event:
https://web.facebook.com/events/2093613824266538/
Instagram-Traumabar:
https://www.instagram.com/traumabarundkino/
Event-Press-Release-Website:
www.traumabarundkino.de/seen-by-you
Google Maps (Traumabarundkino, Heidestraße 50, 10557 Berlin):
https://www.google.de/maps/place/TRAUMA+BAR+UND+KINO/@52.5306439,13.3645611,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x47a85108d8a75e3f:0xa899b45074447aae!8m2!3d52.5306439!4d13.3667498

Contacts

Tanja Bombach (Creative Director)
E-Mail: fashiondepartment@traumabarundkino.de
Fon: +49 176 98221873

TRAUMABARUNDKINO

Backstage-Impressions shot and copyright by Florian Hetz

to see the trailer and get all information go to
https://traumabarundkino.de/seen-by-you/
for all press-files including hires pictures and open texts please go to
https://traumabarundkino.de/seen-by-you/seen-press.zip
for RSVP and further information please contact
fashiondepartment@traumabarundkino

TRAUMABARUNDKINO

